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The content tells that it was 328 exhibitors all 
together, from 28 different countries as 
partisipated on Oslo Design fair  2018. And it 
was 18 lectures from Wednesday 24 to Friday 
26, January. It is of course to much to bring a 
report about- but one of the exhibitons and 
lectures stood out in power of the interest it 
had. It was Runa Boman, daily manager of 
Norway Design, ( founded in 1957 by Per 
Tannum) as had a lecture with the tittle; “The 
journey against a room for norwegian design 
and arthandcraft”. She pulled the thread back to
the organisation PLUS in Fredrikstad and Per 
Tannum as around 1958 got together a 
cooperation between Norway Design and the 

applied artists and crafters inside the conseptions PLUS. A  cooperations as lastet to about 1975 when 
one big upheaval in norwegian art and craft took place with among other the foundation of the 
organisation Norwegian Arthandcrafters (NK). And just from then, until today, when Norway Design 
cooperate with norwegian arthandcrafters inside a new concept exhibition serie named “NÅ” - and the 
fourth exhibition in this serie was exhibited under the Norway Design Fair 2018 – have it been a long 
journey both for Norway Design and Norwegian Arthandcrafters to a common room. The exhibition 
“SUM” as was set up in the Glasshall – had 8 exhibitors as showed interesting works. The exhibition 
will probably not be showed abroad, but it should still to noticed. It can be, that this exhition together 
with the lecture will be a reference point when it once  sometimes in the future shall be made up a  
status. Else was it 6836 visitors. Concidered it was a closed fair, is it a very good  visitor's number.
OBS: the calculation for standplace was new fore the year 2018.Everything about prices can be found  
via net; www.oslodesignfair.no 
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